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 " then what do you think about sam :P threethirty: it's a question of parallelism ubunturos: "fake" gordonjcp: and then? dury: do
you have a USB stick? you may need to install from ubuntu cd well all i was going to say is that the old ones didnt come with
much in the way of documentation and that people with previous versions of the distro use them but will still have to support

them for a long time if its 8.04 gordonjcp: yes gordonjcp: 8.04 ubunturos: no pun intended, you were right dury: download the
Ubuntu CD from the Ubuntu website and boot it up, it'll download the OS and go from there gordonjcp: that's all fine but where
do I find this stuff in this box dury: what stuff? what about this... where I do need to go, but I'd like to have it properly to do that

dury: I don't understand what you mean Why can't I have to download the "macbook pro 2.4" kernel? :O I need to do what to
have installed ubuntu in this pc dury: you don't need to download anything don't get me wrong I want to do it dury: it's already
installed on your hard drive I already have ubuntu 8.04 and I'd like to learn to use my pc better dury: all you need to do is boot
into Ubuntu ok i have a question, does anyone know of an application that can display system info (like cpu speed and such) as

well as gkrellm and such? gordonjcp: it's working but my screen is not correctly do 82157476af
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